, I was determined to make the most of this trip to examine the soils and geology of the area in greater detail. Luckily, the group that I traveled with included a sanitarian and an engineer, both with soils and geology experience, a brother-in-law who has long tolerated my interests, and two 12-year-old boys blessed with innate curiosity. This was coupled with the fact that I was approaching graduation, working on a master's thesis deeply involved in periglacial processes, and studying under a professor who was willing to sponsor an independent study that would contribute one credit toward my degree. This is a tectonic collision zone, with the Chugach Terrane meeting the Wrangellia Composite Terrane at the Borders Range thrust fault, which is the Matanuska Valley. As we drove up this active thrust fault we were treated to a surreal experience, as the sun set to the northwest, bright light began to spill over the jagged Talkeetna Mountains to the north, lighting our way. We are used to seeing sunlight coming from the south, but here we drove through sunlight reflecting off of the polar icecap to the north, flowing eerily over the mountains and bathing us in a soft backlight that was bright enough to read by.
The Matanuska Valley is a spectacular area for anyone to visit, but for any Earth scientist, it is even more so. To stand on one spot and view a major glacier, a braided stream, two or three cirques, and an alluvial fan while at the same time standing upon soil underlain by permafrost is a rare experience for most of us. We had the opportunity to do this repeatedly.
When I traveled to Alaska in 2004 it was during their warmest summer on record. This time I landed there during the coldest summer on record. We experienced few days above 60°F and experienced snow flurries on the third day after we arrived. This turn of weather severely curtailed the soils investigations that I had planned to conduct, not because of comfort but because of safety concerns. With cool weather, the berry crop was late and sparse, and this coupled with a late and lighter than usual salmon run had led to a bear problem. Hungry bears were on the prowl, and bear attacks on humans were on a frequency that was significantly above average. Two people were mauled by bears within the city of Anchorage during the two weeks that we were in Alaska. A number of excursions that I had planned were cancelled on the advice of the locals. "I wouldn't go that far off of the road unless I was armed, and if I was armed I'd still hesitate to go there," was a phrase that I heard more than once.
Since I couldn't safely do the depth of soil exploration that I had hoped, I instead decided to focus on the breadth of the experience and spend more time on roadside geology and pedology. The aim of my independent study shifted to exploring and laying out the itinerary for a field course in geology and soils that my professor, Martin Helmke of West Chester University, plans to teach in the future. Luckily it appears to be The author examining Andisols deposited by the Redoubt Volcano.
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